Video/Audio Transcript

**Video Title:** University of Guelph-Humber’s Promotional Video Banner for Library Services  
**Date:** March 2, 2016  
**Running Time:** ∞

0:00  [The word “Library Services” in white, translucent, lettering appears on screen. It remains overlaid the rest of the video.]

0:00  [A shot of the outside of the University of Guelph-Humber building is on screen while, in fast motion, the clouds in the sky whisk by. The image fades.]

0:03  [A shot taken between two library shelves is on screen. The camera, in slow motion, pans backwards. The image fades.]

0:08  [As the camera pans from left to right, a woman wearing a purple cardigan pulls a thick, red book off another library shelf. She flips through the pages. The image fades.]

0:13  [As the camera pans from left to right, a woman in a black sweater is sitting on a chair working on a laptop. The image fades.]

The sequence loops without end.